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How to draw a dragon easy for beginners
learn to draw a pretty kool dragon that is relatively easythe eye is the easiest part to draw so it shouldn't give to much of a fright. make sure you get the eye really dark, it adds to the koolness.make sure that the lip curls up enough to fit a trio of savage teeth in there. also make sure the nostrils are distinctly separated.the teeth don't have to look
exactly like mine but make sure the trio of big ones a BIG. and don't forget to make the nostrils dark aswell.i dont have much to say about this one exept that not to make the line on the neck too dark, make it "average"add the little lines on the neck, that is showing where his inner nech is. the lines above his head are spikes. At the end of almost every
drawing lesson, we ask our readers to write to us about what drawing lessons they would like to see on our site. And our readers very often asked us to create a lesson on how to draw a dragon for beginners. Step 1 The first thing we need to outline the skeleton of the dragon. It’s easy enough to do because we will use very simple lines. Let’s start
with the head, outlining the head in the form of an oval and a long line of the spine. On this line, we will need to place the chest and pelvis. We conclude this step by sketching the arms and legs. Step 2 The dragon’s skeleton is done, and now we will add some volume. We start from the head, sketching the outlines of the wide-open mouth of our flying
monster. Next, we sketch the outlines of the curved neck, which moves into a torso and then into a long curved tail. Step 3 We continue to add details and volume to our flying dragon. With the help of very simple geometric shapes, we will sketch the outlines of arms and legs. In the same step, we will outline huge wings that resemble bat wings. The
main outlines of the dragon are done, and starting with the next step we will start drawing the final details. Step 4 As we have said, starting from this step we will work with the final details. With the help of clear and dark lines, we will carefully draw the outlines of the face with a wide-open mouth full of sharp teeth. In the same step, carefully draw
the eye of the dragon and spikes on the head. Remove unnecessary lines from the head of the dragon. Step 5 Continuing the lines with which we drew the head, we carefully draw out the outlines of the neck, which smoothly passes into the upper part of the body. Next, draw the outlines of arms with sharp claws. Do not forget to draw spikes on the
upper side of the neck and erase the unnecessary lines from the upper part of the body. Step 6 Now, continuing the lines of the upper body, we gently draw out the lower part of the body and legs with long and sharp claws. Next, draw a long curved tail. On the upper part of the tail, we draw thorns that continue a row of thorns from the neck.
Removing unnecessary lines, we proceed to step number seven. Step 7 In this step, we essentially finish drawing the body of our flying dragon. Continuing the lines of the torso, we carefully draw out all the details and lines of the wings, taking into account all the joints and claws. With the help of an eraser, we delete all the unnecessary guidelines
and proceed to the final step of the lesson on how to draw a dragon for beginners. Step 8 You can leave your dragon drawing either as in the previous step, or add some shadows. By tradition, we first determine the source of light, in our example, it falls from above. After that, we add some shadows with hatching in areas of the body of the dragon
where no light falls. So, this lesson had a name how to draw a dragon for beginners, and we hope that it justifies its name, and each of our readers was able to cope with the process of drawing a dragon. But if you encounter any difficulties while drawing the dragon, write to us about it, because your opinion is very important to us. This how to draw a
dragon tutorial is designed to keep all those fun details, but add them in a way that is not overly confusing. By starting with a large curved body, and adding all the fun elements second, details are easy to see and understand where they need to go. It all adds up to a dragon lesson that works for a wide range of elementary students. There’s no reason
why they can’t join in on the dragon drawing fun too! Dragon Drawing Tutorial Video Getting Started You may have noticed that all of the tutorials on this site have a dashed line running through the center of each step, both in the horizontal and vertical direction. If students make their own centered lines on their own paper, before drawing, they will
have an easy reference to follow. For instance, as seen in Step 1 below, this easy dragon body starts with a V shape above the center horizontal line, and to the left of the center vertical line. The rest of the mouth and nose then starts to take place around it. Drawing skills have a lot to do with getting the right size and placement of lines on a sheet of
paper, so having some visual reference points to get started, will always help anyone learn how to be a little more accurate. Before drawing students need to simply fold the paper in half both ways, make a crease, and unfold. The beauty is that by the time the drawing is done and colored in, the creases will disappear. Preview of the Step by Step Easy
Dragon Tutorial Open Draw an Easy Dragon Tutorial Dragon Coloring Page Open Dragon Coloring Page Time Lapse Sketching of an Easy Dragon Materials for Dragon drawing Eraser. Large ones you can hold in your hand do a much better job than just the pencil tips. Black Sharpie Marker. These fine point permanent marker pens make nice black
outlines, have a good tip for coloring, and never bleed when they get wet. Use them with good ventilation and add extra paper underneath to protect your tables. Prang Crayons. These are a bit softer than other crayons so they sometimes look like oil pastels. They also have a some nice brown shades that Crayola does not have unless you buy their
larger boxes. Crayola Crayons. The reliable brand that always works well. The 24 pack has some of my favorite golden orange and yellow colors that seem a bit richer and warmer than the ones Prang has. Step by Step Directions to Draw a Dragon Time needed: 30 minutes. How to Draw a Dragon Step by Step Draw a sideways “V” for the open mouth.
Add crocodile-looking jaws around it. Draw the top of the body. Add the bottom of the body. Draw the dragon’s legs and claws. Add a belly line, horn, teeth and eye. Draw the texture lines in the belly. Finish with spikes on the back and fire in the mouth. Draw some clouds. Trace the dragon with marker and color. More Easy Dragon Drawing Projects
Red Dragon and Coloring Page Spiked Dragon and Coloring Page Sitting Dragon and Coloring Page Dragon Head and Coloring Page If you’ve never sketched before but have been interested in it, it can seem somewhat intimidating to jump right in. The good news is sketching is a skill that can be learned. Check out the low for tips and how to become
a successful beginner’s sketcher.Pick the Right Pencils for the JobDifferent sketching pencils have different weights. If you look on the side of a pencil and you see the letter “B,” you’ll have a softer pencil. Pencils with the letter “H” on the side have a heavier, harder weight. Pencils with “HB” on the side have medium weight. The different pencil
weights create the depth that you see in sketches. You may also want to consider using mechanical pencils because those are great for detailed, complex sketching. Traditional pencils are best for laying down large swaths of texture.Learn How to Hold Your PencilHow you hold your pencil will determine what your sketch looks like. Holding your hand
closer to the end of the pencil allows you to have more control of what you’re drawing, allowing you to make intricate, precise details easier. You’ll also wind up with heavier strokes, resulting in darker markings. If you hold the pencil up your hand further, you’ll have less control of the pencil, but you’ll be able to create lighter marks.Learn How to
Control Your EdgesHow you create an edge for an object will determine how realistic it looks. There are different types of edges, including thin, lost, hard and undefined versions. For instance, when you’re working with thin edges, you’re giving an object a solid, firm border. When you’re creating a lost edge, you’re trying to create a scene where the
main object you’re drawing, and the background starts to blend into each other a little. In this case, you’re implying an edge versus drawing a hard version of one.Use a Blending Stick if You’re Trying to Create Smooth ShadingSometimes, you may be trying to create a smooth, subtle area in your sketch like the look of a soft sky. Take a spare piece of
paper and make a big marking of color using a charcoal pencil or a soft graphite pencil. Afterward, take a large blending stick and pick up the soft dust from the mark you just created. You can then apply that dust to your image, creating the hazy softness you were seeking.Create the Appropriate Amount of ContrastContrast, where the difference in
value between light and dark is important in sketching because it allows the viewer to see depth, pulling out the lines of the image that you’re creating. Even though contrast is ideal for drawing of yours I to certain areas of your image, you don’t want to use it everywhere. Lower value areas help create depth in an image as well, allowing the eye to
wander. For some images, this is more important. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET
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